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the environmental ethics
of mormon belief

george B handley

the time has come to find common ground between environmentalism and mormon belief the perceived divide between the two has all but
mormons dismiss the political
shut down the possibility of dialogue some cormons
causes of environmentalists as being the fears of faithless hedonists just as
otherwise responsible environmental scholars and activists sometimes perpetuate myths and inaccuracies about what they perceive to be the anti
ecological stance of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints but
mormon belief has more than enough in common with environmentalism
to promote genuine and productive change in our environmental behavior not only is mormon doctrine environmentally friendly but it also provides powerful moral incentives for ecologically sustainable living
furthermore mormon principles contain striking parallels with recent
work by eco theologians and other religiously minded environmentalists
misleading perceptions
some critics have gone so far as to accuse the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints of officially encouraging anti ecological positions A survey of christian denominations in the united states indicated that the
church of jesus christ was one of only a few churches that had no formal
environmental policies and no institutional entities dedicated to fostering
more sustainable environmental practices 1 although the church has
clearly taken stances on political issues that pertain directly to moral issues
its policy is typically one of political neutrality on the issue of the environment
ron ment elder vaughn J featherstone of the seventy recently explained
sustainability
su
that the church teaches principles favoring conservation and stainability
and that environmentalism is not incompatible with mormon belief
nonetheless he insisted that church leaders dont dictate what specific
political actions should be taken in order to fulfill the mandate to be good
stewards 2 failing to understand this policy of political neutrality max
oelschlaeger a professor of environmental philosophy mistakenly concluded on the basis of the surveys findings that the only denomination
churche
that has formally stated its opposition to ecology as part of the churchs
3033
113
mission is the church of jesus christ of latter day saints 333
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because of church leaders reticence on the politics of environmentalantl environmentalism expressed by sevism on one hand and an explicit anti
eral prominent utah politicians on the other a recent article by religion
scholar richard foltz depicts mormonism as an aggressive profit minded
cormons
corporate culture mormons
Mormons he claims are people who have lost their
way spiritually and who dont know who they are anymore foltz comes
to the unfortunate and misleading conclusion that it is not clear whether
an environmental ethic is with or against the current of formal LDS teaching or if caring for creation is merely one of many potentially heretical
ic
334
114
4
private theologies 134
fudeo christian tradition in general has been charged with anti
the judeo
environmentalism in 1967 historian lynn white launched his criticism of
this tradition for faulty ethics that in his view promote an arrogant
assumption of our right to rule over nature with impunity while much
debate has ensued regarding the accuracy or fairness of white s claims
many environmentalists nevertheless agree with white s chief point
what we do about ecology depends on our ideas of the man nature relationship more science and more technology are not going to get us out of the
present ecological crisis until we find a new religion or rethink our old
one
since the roots of our trouble are so largely religious the remedy
must also be essentially religious 5

global warming expert bill mckibben explains that understanding
the justification for white s sharp criticisms of traditional christianity
requires only a trip to utah in an embarrassing oversight of the religious
mormons in a drama of desperate desert surpersecution that placed early cormons
vival an oversight accepted by many environmentalists mckibben censomormons
riously notes that in utah the state motto is industry and the cormons
have made a great project of subduing nature erecting some towns in
places so barren and dry and steep that only missionary zeal to conquer the
1166
wild could be the motivation 136
for some environmentalists the inherently anthropocentric or
human centered views of the western tradition are so deeply engrained in
our ways of thinking that it seems unlikely any form of western religion
can be used to articulate more ethical principles of living within creation
for this reason some strains of environmentalism have become dominantly and thoroughly anti western in their approach
if christians attempt merely to condemn this tendency in environmentalism and choose to ignore the ecological crisis itself they make the
same mistake it would be more powerful to seize the opportunity to decry
the moral and spiritual vacuum that is the chief reason for our environmental crisis 7 As former president ezra taft benson warned the members
of the church of jesus of christ
11
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you are among those who must undertake the task of alerting mankind to
problems with regard to his physical environment but do you not see that if
you attempt to do this without giving heed to the spiritual law involved you
undertake an impossible task 8

in what follows I1 will outline the principles of this spiritual law by examining mormon belief regarding the spirit and the body the spiritual matter
of nature the human role within god s creations and social ethics

the spirit and the body
how we conceive of the relationship between our body and our spirit
has a direct correlation to how we perceive mortality itself in the context of
eternity this perception in turn largely motivates our sense of ethics in
relationship to all physical life As wendell berry puts it the question of
human limits of the proper definition and place of human beings within
the order of creation finally rests upon our attitude toward our biological
existence the life of the body in this world 9 if the body is viewed as it is
in traditional christianity as something alien and inherently hostile to the
desires of our spirit then we come to understand ourselves as beings whose
real home is not earth and whose real identity is not at all physical conwell being of the body or of the rest of creation is viewed as an
cern for the wellbeing
expression of faithlessness hence the logic that concludes what need is
there for urgent action to save the planet when we all know that the earth
is going to die why bother trying to preserve earthly life when we know
it is gods prophesied plan to have it obliterated
to the extreme then completely privileging the spirit over the body
can lead to an almost complete shutdown of our capacity to be accountable
moral agents we become content with a panglossian view that reassures us
that all that happens in this life regardless of the damage done to the earth
is for the best environmental degradation becomes a manifestation or sign
of gods will strange theology indeed
given the dangers of this kind of patent complicity with a wide range
of devastating events many environmentalists have strongly argued for
doing away with such thinking altogether in order to more fully embrace
the urgent need to care for the body of the earth this approach however
potentially also becomes strange theology since such thinking would exempt
the spirit from creation and lead us down a dangerous path of physical hedonism wherein we imagine that we are our own creators and that physical
well being is all that matters the belief in eternal life provides a crucial
wellbeing
context within which to grant accountability to all human earthly action
but we are likely to accept our responsibility only if the relationship
between our actions and their spiritual consequences is understood to be
an intimate one 10 otherwise we are left with two extremes as berry
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argues between those who despise the body for the sake of its resurrection
and those diseased by bodily extravagance and lack of exercise who nevertheless desire longevity above all things 5511 what is called for is a theology
that is simultaneously earth and body centered but that is so within the
context of a spiritual understanding of the reality of eternal life a theology
that mormonism uniquely offers
latter day saint scriptures adamantly oppose the traditional notion
that the body and the spirit and earth and heaven are dualities that are
permanent and irreconcilable while they may operate as dualities in mortal experience higher spiritual states are represented as a harmonious recon ciliation of those pairs god and jesus christ though of supreme
onciliation
spiritual power are believed to be two separate beings neither of which is
limited by the fact that he inhabits an immortal physical body dac
d&c 13022
christs resurrection points to our ultimate destiny as eternal embodied
beings the highest heavenly reward will be to live again on the earth not
as reincarnated beings but as resurrected beings with god and jesus christ
and with the potential to enjoy all of gods power the earth itself will have
received its paradisiacal glory A of
offF 10
lo As brigham young explained
the earth is very good in and of itself and has abided a celestial law consequently we should not despise it nor desire to leave it but rather desire
and strive to obey the same law that the earth abides he later added we
are for the kingdom of god and are not going to the moon nor to any
other planet pertaining to this solar system
this earth is the home he
1112
12
has prepared for us 3312
but what are the environmental advantages of such beliefs about the
body and the earth they teach important principles about the need for body
and spirit to work together and the ethical demand that our spiritual aspirations must translate into actions of meaningful earthly consequences
they emphasize the sacred nature of the body and of the earth and the
need to keep them clean and beautiful in both a moral and a physical
sense if our bodies are temples of our spirits so too is the earth the tabernacle of its spirit to be without profound gratitude or careful ethical participation in the proper maintenance of either is to take christs suffering
and mighty atonement for granted and to be unworthy of his gift of
renewed life
the realities of the earth and of bodily experience though potentially
deceiving are not categorically illusory and should therefore not be
shunned unthinkingly for the sake of a higher spiritual morality joseph
smith taught the elements are eternal and spirit and element or physical matter inseparably connected receive a fullness of joy and when separated man cannot receive a fullness of joy dac
d&c 9333 34 this passage
implies that our moral capacities can be more fully realized in mortality
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and in relationship to the flesh of our own bodies the bodies of other
human beings and the bodies of all physical creation joseph FE smith
stated that it has always been a cardinal teaching with the latter day
saints that a religion which has not the power to save people temporally
and make them prosperous and happy here cannot be depended upon to
13
save them spiritually to exalt them in the life to come 1113
that is earthly
and heavenly life are not radically divorced from one another but are part
of a continuum the building of the kingdom of god begins with our
efforts in this life and will continue in the next
the unique and salutory contributions of mormon belief to an environmental
ron mental ethic are particularly evident in our understanding of the conditions imposed on adam and eve in genesis but then reiterated with
greater clarification in the pearl of great price adam and eve are cursed
to labor by the sweat of their brow and to bring forth children in suffering
moses 422 23 the fall in the mormon view is both a consequence of
choice and more significantly an opportunity to enable us to choose to
have joy 2 ne 225 our biological struggle to feed and reproduce our
selves again is not to be mourned but to be embraced within the guiding
principles of the plan of salvation the conditions of human probation
rather than curses are blessings because they are the ethical testing ground
relationshipss to god to land and to our bodies that
to restore our relationship
characterized the experience in the garden of eden nor in mormon
belief has the fall resulted in a categorical divorce between our biological
nature and our spirituality such a divorce has brought christianity the
deserved criticism waged by karl marx and others who sensed the danger
of a system of belief and values derived in seclusion from the fundamental
tasks of feeding reproducing and sheltering ourselves
of course given the significant advances of technology over the last
century or so that have so clearly helped to free us from the realities of
physical labor with the land mortal hardship and sexual reproduction
one wonders what additional understandings of our doctrine will be necessary to return us to a more complete and less ambivalent acceptance of
the conditions imposed on our first parents in light of such modern problems for example we view such teachings as former president spencer W
balls
alFs
bails
balis
Kimb
airs emphasis on family gardening as a profound environmental
kimbalfs
kimballs
Kim
ethic that helps us to remember our relationship to land and to our own
bodies the word of wisdom can similarly be seen as containing an
important environmental ethic since it teaches us that our spiritual and
physical health are interdependent and that health of spirit and body is
contingent on an ethical relationship of moderation to other living forms
created by god 14
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the spiritual matter of nature
one reason why traditional christianity perceived an inherent divide
between the spirit and all physical creation and therefore lost much of its
ethical force for meaningful earthly living as some scholars contend was
because it rejected categorically the pagan notion that nature was animated
by spirit once all physical creation was conceived of as dead matter indifferent to gods will or to human choices and alien to the nature of god
the door was opened for wanton exploitation if nature has spirit then presumably it has intelligence and some degree of autonomy apart from
human agency and in this sense is a spiritual sibling engendered by gods
15
creative activity
activity15
of course the ever increasing authority granted by
western society to modern science has also contributed to this view of
nature as a kind of morally neutral laboratory for our own experimentation 16 technology and scientific knowledge are often viewed in our society
as morally neutral categories and therefore advances in either area are categorically positive regardless of their environmental costs
but if we are to turn to some notion of animism in order to justify our
ethical relationship to nature how exactly can we define this spiritual quality of natural things in a way that is consistent with christian beliefs many
environmentalists have become attracted to pagan notions of animism
because those notions grant significant independence and a sacred identity
to the nonhuman realm and to its varied particular parts such reformula
eions of animism will presumably mean we will be more likely to consider
tions
the feelings or consciousness of animals plants rivers and mountains
however as an environmental ethic pagan animism paradoxically gives us
dangerous license to dismiss our obligations to the natural world since
nature s identity and felicity are conceived to be totally independent of the
effects of human action and if nature is independent of human beings in
a pagan world it also enjoys a greater degree of independence from the
notion of a chief divine power to which all creation is accountable
wesley granb
granberg
erg michaelson general secretary of the reformed
franb
church in america stipulates that the traditional christian notion of crenichilo essentially presents the same problem as pagan animism
ation ex nihilo
since it too creates a dualism that separates nature from god at the same
time he rejects the pantheism offered by the catholic theologian matthew
fox and vanderbilt divinity school professor sallie mcfague who have
presented a notion of nature as the very bodily material of god 17 although
their notion helps to remind us of the sacred quality of nature it leaves
unclear the basis on which we can develop an ethical relationship to the
nonhuman world does it make ethical sense to argue that we are stewards
of the body of god if nature is the body of god then it must be perfect
and in no need of human effort we are left to merely worship and submit
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to god in nature and this position dangerously mythologizes
mythologizer nature by
taking it entirely out of the context of human history leaving it subject to
the temptation to worship and serve the creature more than the creator rom 125 As granberg michaelson explains the quest is to identify a theology that safeguards natures difference but within a relationship
to deity and to human life one that sees nature as subject to historical
contingency but not in ways identical to human development 18
those who have most successfully identified such a theology are
methodist theologian john cobb episcopalian theologian michael northcott and reverend paul santmire of the lutheran church 19 in 1972 cobb
heads ideas proposed that all matter had a purwhiteheads
building on alfred White
pose a capability of being fulfilled or being denied that opportunity 220 on
the basis of his reading of aquinas and the letters of paul northcott articulates a natural law ethics in which nature is recast as material stuff
3321
1121
21 what is powerful about this
value 1321
with intelligible order and moral value21
conception of physical matter is that it grants agency and intelligence to the
co
codependent with human beings it
nonhuman realm in a way that is dependent
implies that nature is within history As santmire astutely claims our modern environmental crisis
has its deepest roots in what may be called the challenge of historical existence
which is the challenge to man to be authentically the historical creature he
has evolved to be
history brings with it anxieties and responsibilities
which can weigh so heavily on man that he frequently tries to relinquish his
historical destiny for something less a sheerly natural destiny 22

this ambivalence about our own historical accountability has a long
history in the new world recently scholars such as william cronon have
begun to rethink our ideas of wilderness in order to suggest that mytholo
gazing nature and stripping it of its human history can contribute to a polgizing
itics of dispossession of perceived outsiders the erasure of human
history also then renders our own accountability for such actions invisible
within the landscape 23 the dangerous appeal of pagan animism for santmire is precisely that it offers an escape from the rigors of historical exis0324
1124
24
in a time of socio
religious fragmentation 3324
a refuge
socioreligious
tence and
some environmentalists charges santmire have been seduced by what
he calls the cult of the simple rustic life which brings with it an
implicit sometimes explicit social irresponsibility this leads to mistaken logic that the social ills of the city can wait while we seek to heal
0325
1125
25
the world of nature 3325
one of the chief reasons for the profound moral relationship between
human beings and other creations is that as joseph smith taught all things
are composed of both physical and spiritual matter dac
d&c 1317 26 the
pearl of great price describes a spiritual and physical creation 1 I the lord
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god made the heaven and the earth and every plant of the field before it
was in the earth and every herb of the field before it grew for 1I the lord god
spiritually before they were naturally upon the earth
created all things
moses 34 5 this record of the creation goes on to describe the spiritual
matter of plant life out of the ground made I1 the lord god to grow
and it
every tree naturally that is pleasant to the sight of man
became also a living soul for it was spiritual in the day that 1I created it
moses 39 again in the case of animals out of the ground 1I the lord
god formed every beast of the field and every fowl of the air
and they
were also living souls moses 319 we are also told of the following experience although whether it is symbolic or literal is not revealed
a voice from the bowels of the earth saying wo wo is
me the mother of men I1 am pained I1 am weary because of the wickedness
of my children when shall 1I rest and be cleansed from the filthiness which
is gone forth out of me when will my creator sanctify me that 1I may rest
and righteousness for a season abide upon my face moses 748 see also
d&c 8818 19 24 25
dac

he enoch heard

and

since all living things have spiritual matter and moral intelligence
they are also subject to the conditions of the fall and of redemption this
is clearly explained in doctrine and covenants 2924 25
shall pass away and all things shall become new even the heaven
falness thereof both men and beasts the fowls of the
and the earth and all the fulness
air and the fishes of the sea and not one hair neither mote shall be lost for it
is the workmanship of mine hand

AH
all old things
ail
ali

although in mormonism the spiritual matter of nature is not to be
worshipped as it may be in forms of pagan animism we nonetheless
believe we have a kinship with all other living souls the link that connects
us to the physical world is the light of christ our mutual creator who
enlightens and enlivens all creation
the light of christ As also christ is in the sun
and the light of the sun and the power thereof by which it was made As also
he is in the moon and is the light of the moon and the power thereof by
which it was made As also the light of the stars and the power thereof by which
they were made and the earth also and the power thereof even the earth
sh
shineth
ineth which giveth you light
upon which you stand and the light which chineth
is through him who enlight
eneth your eyes which is the same light that
enlighteneth
proce edeth forth from the
quickeneth
quickeneth your understandings which light proceedeth
presence of god to fill the immensity of space the light which is in all
all things are
ail
ali
things which giveth life to all things which is the law by which an
governed even the power of god who sitteth upon his throne who is in the
bosom of eternity who is in the midst of all things dac
d&c 886 13

the light of truth

is

united by christ physical
creation is not christ per se but similar to what ecology has taught us

all creation then although various in form
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about our biological kinship with nature neither is the nonhuman physical creation totally distinct from us spiritually
if we have the eyes to see all things are created and made to bear
record of christ both things which are temporal and things which are
spiritual things which are in the heavens above and things which are on
the earth and things which are in the earth and things which are under the
beneath
neatE moses 663 see also alma 3044 part of
earth both above and be
neath
this spiritual experience is nature s gift of pleasure doctrine and
covenants 5918 states all things which come of the earth in the season
thereof are made for the benefit and the use of man both to please the eye
and to gladden the heart although the scriptures teach that god expects
us to make use of nature here he prioritizes aesthetic value over utilitarian
or even recreational values this is because natures intrinsic aesthetic values bear witness of christs love and therefore we have an ethical responsibility to demonstrate due appreciation As joseph FE smith has said
we have eyes and see not for that which we cannot appreciate or admire we
are largely blind to no matter how beautiful or inspiring it may be As children of god it is our duty to appreciate and worship him in his creations if
we would associate all that is truly good and beautiful in life with thoughts of
him we would be able to trace his handiwork throughout all nature 27

if nature is a witness and a gift of christ purely selfish use of nature or misrecognition of its sacred qualities is a sin of considerable measure
what is particularly powerful about this conception of the spiritual
qualities of physical creation is that in mormon theology when we are
moved upon by the light of christ in nature we are reminded of who we
are and where we came from nature is a space where we can find renewed
strength to assume our human responsibilities because it is informed by
gods light but is also part of our mortal sphere in the latter day saint
view we cannot arrogantly presume to recover what we believe is natures
lost innocence but neither can we pretend that its apparent purity contrasts our own inherent evil 28 simply put nature teaches us to repent
because of the mormon conception of our premortal life and its suggestion that we witnessed and may have participated in the very creation of
the world under christs direction we have a unique opportunity to always
remember our intimate relationship with creation if we forget that intimacy we are more likely to assume godlike ownership over it as if we are
always entitled to reenact that first moment in which adam and eve were
rene
given the world to name as they pleased As renowned microbiologist reng
achieved his humanness by the very act of introdubos claims man
ducing his will into natural events he became what he is while giving form
to nature29
nature 29 the only difference in mormon belief is that even in the
beginning the garden of eden was never free of the constraints of human
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2001
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history in a sense there is no original adam or eve no first time entrance
unhistoried
into an un
historied earthly place since even adam and eve though
understood doctrinally to be the literal first human beings are children
who have forgotten everything including their previous names and roles
in the creation
nature is always edenic not because it is always virginal and outside of
human history but only because like the original garden we approach it
in a state of forgetfulness nature appears to us as raw unnamed material
but our interaction with it should slowly become a process of remembering and removing the veil to discover the divinity within nature and within
ourselves that is our contact with the divine will forever be tinged with
traces of historical human earthly contingency and will at the same time
be both a renewal and an account of what we had once forgotten

the human role within creation
A crucial question for any christian approach to environmental
ethics is the definition of the human role within gods creation most
environmentalist critics of the judeo
fudeo christian tradition take issue with
the idea posited in genesis that man was given dominion over
the

whole earth and the seemingly boundless right to subdue animal and
land as we see fit gen 128 this anthropocentric view has been revised
by many strains of environmentalism in order to avoid showing respect
for man at the price of disrespect for the environment 30 the more
extreme environmental movements have displaced human beings altogether from the center of gods creation and have argued instead for a
biocentric universe in which all biological life is of inherently equal value
such is the position of the deep ecologists for example who insist that
the rights of the individual should be subordinate to the well being of the
whole if it comes down to human suffering or the environment suffering
man should suffer 31
while it is clear that the anthropocentric view as articulated by these
critics needs revision it is puzzling why some would wish to diminish the
central importance of human choices since they are clearly at the center of
the environmental crisis environmental problems are human problems
and need human solutions mormon belief makes an important contribution since it clarifies the ethical dimensions of our divinely assigned role as
lords with dominion over the earth in latter day saint doctrine we
are clearly at the center of all god s creation since we alone were created in
his image and sent to earth to prove ourselves worthy of growing spiritually
in the next life until we become like god however a mormon view agrees
ecotheologians
with eco
theologians who have emphasized that it is precisely because we
are at the center of gods creation and because we are given stewardship
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over the earth that we are held morally responsible and accountable to god
for our interaction with all living things
hugh nibley explains that the responsibility to have dominion over
creation that god assigned to adam and later to noah and to abraham is
nothing less than the priesthood the power to act for god and in his
3132
32
place 1132
while this maybe
may be true there is no reason to believe that the environmental
ron mental ethics of mormon belief do not apply to women and men alike
within mormon belief such responsibilities of stewardship have never
implied that god gives us the right to act as gods ourselves that is as men
and women we are his agents in earthly matters this implies a theocentric
view that is rather distinct from an anthropocentric one since it means we
must always defer to the authority of a higher power and can never use that
authority to subjugate what the lord has put in our charge
Is there any reason to believe that principles of righteousness
should not be consistently adhered to when acting in our assigned roles as
stewards of the earth as well as of each other dac
d&c 12136 should not
d&c12136
long suffering
men and women also demonstrate persuasion
gentleness and meekness when interacting with god s creations dac
d&c 12141 if
d&c12141
we do so the scripture promises thy dominion shall be an everlasting
dominion and without compulsory means it shall flow unto thee forever
and ever dac
d&c m46 33
d&c12146
subduing the earth then involves a fundamental recognition of our
stewardship rather than our domination of nature of course the ethical
demands of this role are also its greatest dangers since god places in our
hands enormous responsibility and authority and historically this has
often led to an arrogant assumption of right rather than a more humble
acceptance of responsibility As the scripture explains we have learned by
sad experience that it is the nature and disposition of almost all men as
soon as they get a little authority as they suppose they will immediately
begin to exercise unrighteous dominion hence many are called but few
are chosen dac
d&c 12139 40 within this role is contained a warning
d&c12139
against its own likely abuses akin to those criticized by biocentric environ
mentalists
menta lists although the notion of stewardship is ethically rich it is as
northcott argues a highly problematic notion in ecological terms the
fundamental problem with this metaphor is the implication that humans
1134
34
are effectively in control of nature 3134
in mormon belief satan takes particular advantage of this tendency
toward godlike arrogance he opposes principles of righteousness by seduccom
ing us with commodification
modification and ownership of land with the idea that
land is a right of ownership not a gift of stewardship As hugh nibley
explains ancient literature confirms that the antichrist
anti christ argued from a position of strength and promised all the kingdoms of the world luke 45 8
11
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with all their power and glory to those who would worship and follow
303
113
351I
beginning with adam down to jesus christ satan tempted the
him 333
righteous to take the treasures of the earth natural materials converted
into valuable commodities and exchange them for services of important
36
people in key positions you end up running everything your way 1136
granberg michaelson concurs turning land into an exclusive commodity
is a grab for gods own power
rather than preserving all life humanity believes it can take life into its own hands
and rather than regard
the life of creation as gods gift humanity now tries to act as though it
1137
37
owns the creation 3137
this opposition to gods power is what latter day
commodity
saint scriptures define as priestcraft the attempt to commodify
com modify truths and
material things that rightfully and originally belong to god for the sake of
individual gain and political and social dominion over others 2 ne 2629
As the law of consecration also implies ownership of land and natural
matter without due consecration to the lord is inherently contrary to the
governance of the kingdom of god
while the scriptures clearly do not share the misanthropic views of
those who advocate extreme measures of population control latter day
saint doctrine declares that the earth and all living things were created with
divinely appointed purposes and our stewardship is precisely to ensure
that they fulfill them joseph FE smith taught take not away the life you
30338
113
1
cannot give for all things have an equal right to live 333
this ethic regarding the reproductive rights of all creation not those of the human population alone inheres in the command to multiply and replenish the earth
according to hugh nibley 39 that the lord also commanded fish for example to be fruitful and multiply and fill the waters demonstrates the egalitarian interdependence of the human and nonhuman realms gen 122
our obedience to gods will is the key to protecting creations right to
thrive within the elements god provides even fidelity in marriage is mentioned as a key to ensuring that the earth might answer the end of its creation dac
d&c 4916 similar to john cobb s view of all physical matter
latter day saint scripture declares that there is an opposition in all
things and that therefore morality permeates all matter 2 ne 211 without oppositions and our human capacity to choose between them all creation would fail to fulfill its purpose
and if ye shall say there is no law ye shall also say there is no sin if ye shall
say there is no sin ye shall also say there is no righteousness and if there be
no righteousness there be no happiness
and if these things are not there
is no god and if there is no god we are not neither the earth for there could
have been no creation of things neither to act nor to be acted upon wherefore all things must have vanished away 2 ne 213

essential to the process of creation is the opposition of all things that makes
moral choice possible
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the inherent opposition

in things in turn implies that human
redemption cannot be separated from the redemption of all creation As
brigham young explained each person belonging to the human family
has a portion of labor to perform in removing the curse from the earth and
from every living thing upon it when this work is performed then will
they possess all things 400 the latter day saint version of the traditional
judeo
fudeo christian creation story emphasizes that all nonhuman matter
obeyed gods voice even as they were ordered abr 47 see also hel 128
the fall means that even though nature continues to obey god because of
our disobedience nature is antagonistic to human endeavor and will
remain so until we learn the lessons of the original harmony with nature
that adam and noah and presumably others enjoyed
mormons encounin marching from kirtland to missouri some early cormons
tered a rattlesnake which they prepared to kill but joseph smith stopped
them he taught that men must become harmless before the brute creation and when men lose their viscious dispositions and cease to destroy
the animal race the lion and the lamb can dwell together and the sucking
41 george Q cannon
child can play the with the serpent in safety 341141
similarly
taught that the time will come when man and animals which are now wild
and ferocious will dwell together without hurting each other the prophets
have foretold this with great plainness but before this day comes men
will have to cease their war upon the animals the reptiles and the
1142
42
insects 3142
the implication is that any millennial cleanup of human error
will require some level of prior repentance for our own antagonism toward
nature As the scriptures additionally make clear when we accept our stewardship duties toward all creation even our own physical bodies will begin
to be sanctified and renewed dac
d&c 8433
both the bible and latter day scriptures are replete with examples of land
bestowed as a gift and blessed by god because of the righteousness of those
who occupied it 43 that is human obedience to a covenant of creation participates in the redemption of all living things christian environmentalists
see this as an important element in environmental ethics As one scholar
william dryness contends morality man s response to god and fertil
3344
1144
44
ity of the earth are interrelated 3144
northcott adds that devastation of the
land is not only seen as the judgement of a wrathful god it is also interpreted as the consequence of the human rebellion against the created order
3345
1145
45
and wisdom of nature 0145
for this reason he argues that the recovery of an
ecological ethic in the modern world requires the recovery of a doctrine
of creation redeemed and the worship of a creator who is also redeemer of
a god as creator to all that is created
the creation it will involve
and not simply to the life of certain elected souls such a doctrine of
mutual redemption restore s relationality between persons and god and
11
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between persons and created order 46 one rather simple formula for an
environmental ethic that results from this covenant is that when land
becomes unfruitful and fails to fulfill its divinely appointed purposes this
natural degradation is a sign not of gods willed destruction of his creation but of our need to repent of our rebellion against creation
this interdependence of nature and human beings has been criticized
by some for its arrogant assumption that nature is somehow flawed or
incomplete without the transformative power of human endeavor 47 they
argue that consequently we have never fully appreciated nature s superior
ability to sustain itself over time but such criticisms tend to imply that
human beings would be more helpful if they did nothing or that nature
would be better off if we had never existed As an ethic this misanthropic
impulse is potentially dangerous A conception of nature in need of
redemption leaves nature ever subject to our agency bringing it into the
coworkers
realm of ethics by implying that we are co
workers with god in the redemp03448
114
tion of nature 014
and the fact is as global warming trends seem to suggest
we have already affected creation to such a degree that its very life may
depend on future corrective action on our part we simply cannot afford to
do nothing self hatred and remorse alone will only hasten the end
understanding the need to work with nature as fellow citizens of the
kingdom of god as paul santmire suggests means that we recognize both
the intrinsic value and right of nature to enjoy its purposes and our need to
act with nature toward our mutual redemption 49 our role as participants
in the redemption of nature however does not exclude the need for the
atonement since our efforts at self reform and at redeeming the earth will
inevitably both fall short northcott points to colossians 120 which says
having made peace through the blood of his cross by him to reconcile all
things unto himself by him 1I say whether they be things in earth or things
50
in heaven 350150
but faith in the atonement of course never justifies inaction
since actions are also needed as the book of mormon explains it is by
grace that we are saved after all we can do 2 ne 2523 italics added
if it is true that human beings are the only ones of gods creations
capable of disobedience to god s commands human moral action is integral to the process of ongoing creation of natural regeneration and
redemption george tate explains if ongoing creation depends upon
obedience and if of all creation only we human beings have the freedom
not to obey what happens when we choose not to obey we thwart
51 creation is ongoing and
deform and undo gods creation 1151
open ended
because it is subject to the continual ethical dimension of human agency
and as granberg michaelson states because of the continual preserv12 our choice is
not
ing and creative activity of god within the creation 52
to control creation but either to contribute to and enhance it for the sake of
11
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life in all its varieties or to degrade and defile it protecting bio
biodiversity
diversity is
integral to this process brigham young states the very object of our exis-

tence here is to handle the temporal elements of this world and subdue the
earth multiplying those organisms of plants and animals god has
3353
1153
53
designed shall dwell upon it 3153
the interdependence of ongoing creation and human moral action
means as hugh nibley contends that moral and physical cleanliness and
pollution are inseparable 54 brigham young taught the early pioneers this
interdependence
you are here commencing anew the soil the air the water are all pure and
healthy do not suffer them to become polluted with wickedness strive to
preserve the elements from being contaminated by the filthy wicked conduct
and sayings of those who pervert the intelligence god has bestowed upon the
55
human family 35

joseph EF smith likewise declared that men cannot worship the creator
and look with careless indifference upon his creatures
love of nature is
56
akin to the love of god the two are inseparable 356156
nature is like our fel
low human brothers and sisters a partner and a testing ground in working
out our salvation mormon belief therefore upholds an anthropocentric
view of the world but not without important caveats regarding our ethical
responsibilities toward nonhuman creation

social organization

ofmormonism
the environmental ethics of
mormonism go beyond our responsibili
ties toward nature they also include our most basic duties toward our fellow beings As much as it is concerned with nature environmentalism is
essentially a field that concerns itself with how we manage the use and dis
trib ution of the worlds resources in order to feed and sustain over time all
tribution
sectors of the human community on a planet of limited resources it is not
enough to take pleasure and show respect for nature latter day saint
scripture requires us to use its resources wisely and justly and it pleaseth
plea seth
god that he hath given all these things unto man for unto this end were
they made to be used with judgment not to excess neither by extortion
egal itari
d&c 5920 inherent in creation is an ethic of social justice and egalitari
dac
aniam
anism in the human realm
the latter day saint conception of the kingdom of god has always
well being of the earth is dependent upon an egalitarian ideal
held that the wellbeing
that consistently measures our successes by how well we look after the
poor the law of consecration represents the highest spiritual law by which
this is accomplished only a few believing communities in scripture have
successfully lived it including the city of enoch the early christians under
peters leadership and the gathering of nephites
Nephites and lamanites
Lamanites that
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greeted christ in the americas the law involves disciplined consecration
of all that we have been blessed with for the improvement of those around
us A revelation to the early saints states

thou wilt remember the poor and consecrate of thy properties for their support that which thou hast to impart unto them
every man shall be made
accountable unto me a steward over his own property or that which he has
received by consecration as much as is sufficient for himself and family
therefore the residue shall be kept in my storehouse to administer to the
poor and the needy dac
d&c 4230
32 34
42303234

what is significant about this principle for present purposes is that
obedience to it has direct environmental implications 57 human poverty
and environmental degradation are symptomatic consequences of our
rebellion against god granberg michaelson explains that old testament pleas for justice are linked to restoring humanity s broken relationship to the creation injustice has its roots in seizing and controlling part
of creation for ones own selfish desires and thereby depriving others of
creations fruits making them poor dispossessed and oppressed 58
indeed the great challenge of human su stainability appears within reach as
long as we are willing to recognize that
the beasts of the field and the fowls of the air and that which cometh of the
earth is ordained for the use of man for food and for raiment and that he
might have abundance but it is not given that one man should possess
that which is above another wherefore the world lieth in sin and wo be
wasseth flesh and hath no need
unto man that sh eddeth blood or that wasteth
d&c 4919 21
dac

unequal distribution of earthly resources or excess consumption
directly inhibits our spiritual progress for if ye are not equal in earthly
things ye cannot be equal in obtaining heavenly things dac
d&c 786
brigham young insisted that it is not our privilege to waste the lords sub59
excessive consumption at the expense of others or of our environstance 1159
ment is therefore never justified since such behavior violates the tenets of
christs governance that requires strict adherence to the care for the needy
careful resource management and a profound disavowal of materialism
the proper and equitable distribution of wealth means that the earth
will be able to provide for us su
sustainably
stainably
sustainable as demonstrated in

latter day

saint scripture
I the lord stretched out the

heavens and built the earth my very handiwork and all things therein are mine and it is my purpose to provide for
my saints for all things are mine but it must needs be done in mine own
way and behold this is the way that 1I the lord have decreed to provide
for my saints that the poor shall be exalted in that the rich are made low for
an
the earth is full and there is enough and to spare yea I1 prepared all
ali things
ail
and have given unto the children of men to be agents unto themselves
1
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therefore if any man shall take of the abundance which I1 have made and
impart not his portion according to the law of my gospel unto the poor and the
needy he shall with the wicked lift up his eyes in hell
heii being in torment
heli
hen
d&c 10414 18
dac

while this scripture

cited in the church to counter arguments
for greater population control it clearly demonstrates that the promise of
sufficient natural resources holds weight only if we learn to consecrate our
blessings for others and live with appropriate moderation 60 if satan s plan
of attack against the kingdom of god is to teach that power comes from
owning the earth selling it and building up secular power on the basis of
extortion of the earth s treasures brigham young countered by reminding
us that not one particle of all that comprises this vast creation of god is
our own everything we have has been bestowed upon us for our action to
see what we would do with it whether we would use it for eternal life and
116
61
exaltation or for eternal death and degradation 036
the book of mormon
also warns against withholding your substance which doth not belong to
you but to god mosiah 422
while it is true that the wealthiest countries have been in the best position to begin repairing the environmental damage that often sustains economic growth it is erroneous to conclude that high concentrations of
wealth necessarily mean higher environmental ethics it is equally true that
the standard of living in the united states cannot be duplicated worldwide
without significant depletion of natural resources and catastrophic environmental
mental degradation 62 the question then is how the most powerful
ron
and wealthy communities can energize themselves to safeguard against
unnecessarily rapid depletion of goods and resources so as to reverse the
trend where the world s poor typically suffer environmental consequences
disproportionate to their rates of consumption the law of consecration as
doctrine and covenants 104 explains depends upon our use of agency our
voluntary sacrifice of goods and resources it does not require despotic
centralized control over the distribution of resources its power is in its
spiritual focus on the human heart and the need to overcome its selfish
impulses in the interest of the larger human and biological community
of course this strength is also its weakness since the mormon
approach to correcting our environmental practices will perhaps always be
delayed by the seemingly eternal quest of overcoming the self and establishing zion communities although this does not lend itself to a terribly
effective political strategy it nevertheless reminds us that direct political
action may not be enough the reason we need religion to change our environmental
mental practices as white once argued is because it is a matter of
ron
preparing our hearts ultimately to sacrifice all that we have at the same
time with greater awareness of the environmental consequences of our
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cormons may sense a greater urgency to devote themeconomic choices mormons
selves religiously to the covenant of consecration the environmental
ethics of mormon belief demonstrate that earthly action on the behalf of a
broadly defined community and individual personal devotion to gods will
must simultaneously be cultivated
conclusions
in the early years of settlement in the west and again in the early part
of the twentieth century latter day saint leaders and the wasatch communities tapped into the environmental potential of their doctrines with
moderate success 63 however the latter day saint contribution to the
environmental crisis has until very recently remained relatively silent 64
such silence has provided fodder to critics of mormonism in the polemical
debates about environmental issues in the west the critics misunderstandings unfortunately rarely receive a response since it would seem that
mormons themselves have not always fully appreciated the relevance
even cormons
of their doctrines to environmentalism As a result the valuable environmental implications of latter day saint doctrines have languished they
have been replaced in the popular imagination with myths of a great millennial cleanup of environmental waste that justify inertia and inaction
regarding the well
being of christs jehovah s creations
wellbeing
the sometimes polarized and angry rhetoric of environmentalism
corresponds to an equally angry and polarized view of godless federal
forces that invade local communities without consideration our languished environmental doctrines have somehow made it possible for some
mormons
cormons whose scriptures declare trees and animals to be living souls
to forget such restored doctrines and scoff at the idea of tree huggers
buggers
hug gers and
others who are portrayed as pitiless and faithless worriers about the feelings of nature
mormons as a whole been exempt from the consequences of
nor have cormons
the vast unsettling of america that wendell berry describes as a steady
process by which the majority of our population over the last century or so
has become increasingly removed from the day to day land ethics of family farming 65 berry argues that this has created a culture in america that
allows us the illusion that we can make choices independent of their environmental
ron mental consequences within this culture which has divorced the
human community from creation most theologies have struggled to
reassert their relevance to all living things 66 how else can we explain the
strange split in logic that understands a connection between the body as
sacred and the need to keep it morally and physically clean despite
inevitable physical death but does not often accept the same ethics with
regard to animals or land
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but mormonism has additional circumstances that have added to that
struggle it is a religion that has suffered considerable persecution leaving
that manifests itself at times in a defensiveness against outside forces
unfortunately mormon culture is at the point where even simple environmental ethics as opposed to politics are rarely mentioned over the ward
house pulpit because of mormonism s obscure beginnings and its miraculous transformation into a worldwide church it is rare within this culture
to conceive of growth as anything but a sign of divinely sanctioned
progress 67 it is also a religion that believes in modern day revelation and
as such intense political pressures that want to shape the church in conformity with recent greening trends will likely result in increased reticence again unfortunately it is inevitable that a church that believes so
strongly in the privilege and authority of prophetic revelation will never be
fully understood by contemporary society but precisely for these reasons
mormons themselves to appropriate their own environmental
it is time for cormons
ethics before they become transformed beyond recognition in the political
and cultural fray
running through the literature of many environmentally concerned
christians is the assumption that the power to change our environmental
behavior lies with the local church there it is believed principles of sus
ta inability can be taught and demonstrated by example hopefully giving
those principles ethical meaning ironically recent sociological studies
indicate that at least in the case of our relationship to animals the more
frequently an individual attended religious services the higher the probability that his or her attitudes toward animals would tend toward those of
68
dominion or even outright negativity 1168
more sociological work needs to be done to understand this disappointing tendency particularly within the mormon community since an
environmental ethic is prevalent virtually in every corner of latter day
saint revelations and scriptures certainly we should remember that as
environmental scholar david kinsley has warned it is tempting to assume
that ecological spirituality leads to ecologically enlightened practices
A wide variety of factors in addition to religious beliefs influence our
behavior such disparities should be enough to caution us against assuming that religious beliefs themes practices relating to ecology have a direct
and dominant effect on the actual ecological situation of the cultures and
1169
69
otherwise we risk viewing prevailing
societies in which we find them 3369
political or cultural views in utah for example as necessarily having a
sound doctrinal basis and official church sanction 70 the danger of equating utah politics with church sanction is twofold it blinds us to the ways
in which mormon belief promotes environmental ethics that may not
a scar
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show up on the politically correct radar screen and it therefore blinds us
to the need to improve environmental behavior in ways other than from
the pulpit
for this reason we must be cautious about assuming that the power of
the environmental ethics of latter day saint belief would necessarily
increase solely with more frequent iteration in church while more
explicit and direct instructions from church leadership would no doubt
help to distinguish doctrine from myth the truth is that the sermon has
already been preached religions power lies not so much in the sermon as
it does in the believers capacity to bring to fruition through ethical and
moral action the spoken or written word of god in other words religions
seif circumspection and self
power is realized when it becomes a system of self
regulation that then moves us outward to the world around us religion is not
fruitful when its power is based merely on what it explicitly says or does
not say or when religion is used as a measure of what we believe we have
already become religion should not be a scaffold to maintain the privilege
of being right so much as it should be a ladder that prompts us in doing
and becoming good
ultimately if the environmental crisis is as broad and pervasive as it
appears clearly it cannot be tackled in ideological or religious camps
therefore greater dialogue between different value systems and a more
sincere effort to find the necessary common ground for that dialogue are
absolutely necessary religion needs environmentalism as much as environmentalism
ron mentalism needs religion
perhaps the greatest power of mormonism is also its greatest hope for
making a lasting contribution to the environmental crisis that power 1I
believe lies in the restored earthly doctrines that 1I have outlined and that
are subsumed in the law of consecration with greater attendance to the
practical measures needed to bring that law s principles into practice we
will of necessity find significant and beneficial environmental ramifications such an emphasis given recently by elder joe christensen who
warned against the dangers of material excess 71 provides the hope that we
can focus on principles of sustainable living and not on the ugly polemics
of politics grounds do exist for genuine dialogue between environmental
ests
cormons
ists and mormons
Mormons As gods children we bear a heavy moral responsibility
to act as stewards of all gods physical creations and to treat them with
respect and sustaining love

george B handley is associate professor of humanities at brigham young university
versity he received a BA from stanford and an MA and phd from university of
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mental ethic see also H paul santmire historical dimensions of the american crisis in western man and environmental ethics attitudes toward nature and technology
ed lan
ian G barbour reading mass addison wesley 1973 66 92 and wesley
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for example eating less red meat

ofwisdom counsels in doctrine
as the word of wisdom

and covenants 89 would go a long way in reducing many significant environmental
problems cattle are known to be a major source of methane gas one of the leading
causes of ozone depletion as well as a major cause of deforestation
historical roots 189 see also david kinsley
15 on this point see white
christianity as ecologically harmful and christianity as ecologically responsible in
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ioa
iol and northcott environment and christian ethics 324 wendell
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this sacred earth io8
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see H paul santmire brother earth nature god and ecology in time of crisis
ecolnew york thomas nelson 1970 john B cobb jr
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fr Is it too late A theology of
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tives BYU
27 joseph F smith cited in aaron kelson the holy place why caring for the
Spot sylvania va white pine 1999 24
earth and being kind to animals matters spotsylvania
28 for a trenchant but sometimes overstated critique of the ethical dangers of
christianity s self assigned role as the redeemer of nature see carolyn merchants
powerful essay reinventing eden western culture as a recovery narrative in uncommon ground 132 59.1
591
5911 argue that it is precisely this element of a buried human history
59
already present in nature that serves to keep a check on the dangers of exploitation
rene dubos A theology of the earth in western man 47
29 reng
30 gabriel fackre ecology and theology in western man 117
31 david kinsley ecology and religion ecological spirituality in cross cultural
perspective englewood cliffs NJ prentice hall 1995 188 for an overview of deep
ecology and its environmental ethics see george sessions ed deep ecology for the
twenty first century readings on the philosophy and practice of the new environmentalism boston Shambhala
shambhala 1995
32 hugh W nibley subduing the earth in nibley on the timely and the timeless
hugh W nibley provo utah religious studies center brigham young
classic essays ofhugh
of hufh
university 1978 88 nibley s article was first published as mans dominion new era
ii january february 1981 46 53 it
2 october 1972 24 31 and reprinted in new era 11
was also published as mans dominion or subduing the earth in brother brigham
leng
challeng
ienoges
Chal
challena
challenges
chaiieng
oes the saints ed don E norton and shirley S ricks salt lake city deseret
book provo utah foundation for ancient research and mormon studies 1994 3 22
33 granberg michaelson agrees that humanity is called upon to uphold gods
rule over the creation the unique function of humanity as contrasted to other creatures is that humanity in gods image has both this power and possibility but that is
conferred upon humanity for the purpose of acting on gods behalf as a guarantor of
the preservation and order of life for the whole creation granberg michaelson
24 santmire

i

worldly spirituality 62
34 northcott environment and christian ethics 129 that this priesthood
covenant connects the human community both to god and to the land is made apparent not only in the old testament but also in the scriptural discourses about the varicormons
Mor mons some critics like
Nep hites the jaredites
ous promised lands of the nephites
Jared ites and the mormons
standing intolerance in
longstanding
W J T mitchell have raised important criticisms of the long
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monotheistic cultures for polytheistic and animistic peoples an intolerance that has
often led to the dispossession of idolaters
idol aters for the sake of purifying and possessing the
worshippers of the true god W J T mitchell holy landscape
promised land for worshippers
israel palestine and the american wilderness critical inquiry 26 winter 2000
193 223 in light of these criticisms it is worth noting that the book of mormon offers
an important caveat to this tradition because even though it prophesies the expulsion
Lamanites from their lands by the arrival of the europeans or gentiles its mesof the lamanites
sage is one of ethnic inclusiveness indeed in 3 nephi we even have an example in
which the righteous nephites
nites enter into a covenant of land cooperation
Nephites and Lama
lamanites
Gadi anton robbers on the basis of the nephite understanding of their own
with former gadianton
promised land as a gift 3 ne 63 the book of mormon conceives of land as a gift but
a gift from ones father who is also father to ones enemies who may have a competing claim on the land the book of mormon is ultimately a story of competing and
overlapping but equally legitimate claims on the promised lands of the jews and the
gentiles the nephites
Nep hites and the Lama
nites that is land as promised gift does not eradlamanites
icate competing claims and histories in the land but must ultimately be reconciled to
the incongruities of new world history land as gift as long as it is understood in a
covenantial
covenant ial relationship does not have to result in the kind of dispossession that
mitchell reminds us often accompany the belief in promised holy lands
35 nibley subduing the earth 87
36 nibley subduing the earth 93
37 granberg michaelson worldly spirituality 66 also northcott insists that the
bible portrays creation as a gift not as right as promised land held in trust not owned or
possessed by humans and that the commodification
com
of land was one of the first steps in
modification
the transformation of relations both material and cultural between humans and nature
which preceded the modern environmental crisis northcott environment and
christian ethics 181
igo 91
gi
181190
190
38 hugh W nibley brigham young on the environment in to the glory of
god
gof mormon essays on great issues environment commitment love peace
youth man ed truman G madsen and charles D tate jr salt lake city deseret
book 1972 14 as quoted in joseph fielding smith gospel doctrine 2 vol salt lake
city deseret book 1939 1371 72 nibley s article was also published in norton and
ricks eds brother brigham challenges the saints 23 54
39 see nibley subduing the earth 87 in genesis 122 the lord explains that the
command to multiply and replenish or fill the earth relates to his creations in the sea
as well as on earth this agrees with the view of northcott who writes of a cosmic
covenant god established with noah and other early biblical prophets that pertains
to the welfare of all living things see also granberg michaelson worldly spirituality
78 79 and paulos mar gregorios new testament foundations for understanding
the creation in tending the garden essays on the gospel and the earth ed wesley
granberg michaelson grand rapids mich eerdmans 1987 85
1864
40 young in journal of discourses 10302 june 441864
41 joseph fielding smith teachings of the prophet joseph smith salt lake city
deseret book 1976 71
42 george Q cannon editorial thoughts revelation wanton killing juvenile instructor 24 1889 549
43 several theologians have made similar claims see walter brueggemann the
land place as gift promise and challenge in biblical faith philadelphia fortress
press 1977 47 48 santmire brother earth 30 santmire historical dimensions of the
american crisis northcott environment and christian ethics 179 80 and wendell
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berry getting along with nature in home economics fourteen essays san francisco north point 1987 6 20 A gifted land as biblical scholar walter brueggemann
of the united church of christ argues is also land in history land not usurped or simply mastered but a land with its own history therefore this people does not own the
land but also belongs to the land in that way we are warned about presuming upon it
upon controlling it in scientific and rational ways so that its own claim indeed its own
voice is not heard or is disregarded brueggeman the land 192
44 william dyrness stewardship of the earth in the old testament in tending
the garden 57
45 northcott environment and christian ethics 171
46 northcott environment and christian ethics 222
223
222223
47 merchant reinventing eden 132 59
48 this statement is attributed to eric rust as quoted in nash greening of religion

214

santmire brother earth 98
northcott environment and christian ethics 203 see also mar gregorios
new testament foundations 88 89
brigham young univer51 george S tate obedience creation and freedom
sity 1994 95 devotional and fireside speeches provo utah brigham young university
publications and graphics 1995 244
52 granberg michaelson worldly spirituality 58
53 young in journal of discourses 9168 january 26 1862
54 nibley brigham young on the environment 4
1860
101860
of discourses 879 june io
55 young in journal ofdiscourses
56 kelson holy place 107
57 northcott environment and christian ethics 269
58 granberg michaelson worldly spirituality 86
1865
of discourses 11136 august 1i io
101865
59 young in journal ofdiscourses
60 aaron kelson concurs on this point
49
50

those of us who believe that the ecological problems caused by people are
at least as much the result of what we are rather than how many of us there
are and latter day saints are certainly among this number have a tremendous responsibility we have a solemn obligation to distance ourselves
from those practices and trends that lead to the destruction of the creation
and to the related suffering of our fellow beings we have an obligation to
show the world that people can live peaceably with the creation kelson
holy place

159 60

young in journal ofdiscourses
of discourses 867 june 3 1860
62 for a powerful christian perspective on the relationship between overconsumption and environmental degradation see michael schut ed simpler living
compassionate life A christian perspective denver living the good news 1999 also
see the public broadcasting system documentary affluenza produced by john de graaf
and vivia boe KCTS television 1997
63 for an excellent historical overview of early latter day saint environmental
practice the historical forces that drove it underground and its resurgence in the early
twentieth century see thomas G alexander stewardship and enterprise the LDS
church and the wasatch oasis environment 1847 1930 western historical quarterly
25 autumn 1994 340 64 for other historical essays on mormon environmental pracmormons
tice see richard H jackson righteousness and environmental change the cormons
61
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and the environment in essays on the american west 1973 1974 5 provo utah
brigham young university press 21 42 jeanne kay and craig J brown mormon
beliefs about land and natural resources 1847 1877 journal of historical geography
dali and jack D brotherson environmental
dail
ban
11
ii july 1985 253 67 and terry B ball
lessons from our pioneer heritage BYU studies 38 no 3 1999 63 82
64 others who have recently written about the rich environmental beliefs of the
church include hugh nibley nibley subduing the earth 85 99 and nibley
brigham young on the environment 3 29 and aaron kelson kelson holy place
an encouraging collection of essays terry tempest williams william B smart and
gibbs M smith eds new genesis A mormon reader on land and community layton utah gibbs smith publisher 1998 also explores the experience of a variety of
latter day saint people including church leaders concerned with place this book is
discussed in constance K lundburg brief notices BYU studies 39 no i 2000
2000
220 21 see also michael G alder earth A gift of gladness ensign 21 july 1991
lo 16
io
27 28 and kristen rogers stewards of the earth this people 11
ii spring 1990 10
america 3 14
65 berry unsettling of
ofamerica
66 berry points to one important antidote to this unsettling the tradition of rootwen
weli
weil
wed
being
wellbeing
ing oneself in a particular place and taking responsibility for its future well
berry unsettling of america 4 while it is not always clear that rootedness translates
into environmentally ethical behavior clearly brigham youngs claim this is the right
place is an important reminder of the value of working with natures accidents in a
particular place rather than always seeking a more promising bluff around the next corner
67 the president of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints gordon B
hinckley addressed the st george area chamber of commerce in 1998 and said it
may be foolish to say to any member of a chamber of commerce and particularly to
realtors that 1I hope you wont continue to grow if you do then the culture the spirit
and the ambiance of the community will change as it already has done so in a measure
williams new genesis xii
68 granberg michaelson tending the garden 3
axi
69 kinsley ecology and religion xx xxi
70 such is the erroneous logic of richard foltz who gives the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints credit for every anti environmental manifestation in the
state of utah but refuses to see any link between mormonism and the politics of many
prominent utah environmental activists indeed he seems unaware of many such
examples or surprised to find the few he mentions foltz mormon values 1 19 A more
balanced view is offered by joann valenti a non LDS scholar at BYU whose research
shows that positive attitudes toward the environment in the mormon population
are more present than what you find in a cross section sample of the US public she
argues against the blindness I1 refer to theres a tendency to buy into a paranoia that
1I dont see as productive or constructive I1 think there is an element of mythology misinformation paranoia suspicion and distrust that taints our ability to see the positive
and to look forward were more reluctant to assume something good is going to happen quoted in an interview by alexandra L woodruff being a mormon environmentalist canyon country zephyr august september 2000 22 25
greed selfishness and overindulgence ensign 29 may
71 joe J christensen
1999
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